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Abstract: Recent advances in Internet of Things enabled technologies allow the intelligent sensor systems
to effectively and efficiently observe and identify human behaviour in many applications, particularly in
energy consumption and healthcare sectors. One typical case is that how to use Internet of Thing (IoT)
technologies to understand human water use behaviour for improved and sustained hygiene practice.
Traditionally, static behaviour intervention models are widely utilised to simulate behaviour intervention
process over time. These static methods can predict targeted human behaviour reasonably well, but lack of
capabilities on understanding and responding behaviour change process in IoT environments. In this paper,
we proposed a dynamic behaviour intervention model for predicting household water user behaviour for
improved hygiene practices. This model is based on Expanded Theory of Planned Behaviour (ETPB), and
adopted Structure Equation Model approach and Control Engineering Concept. A case study of household
water consumption model using ANN is utilised to evaluate intervention trend of proposed ETPB dynamic
behaviour model with system parameter identification. The ETPB dynamic model has been proved to be
effective for modelling human behaviour intervention process.
1. Introduction
There is some overwhelming evidence that changing human behaviour has significant application
meaning in addressing many public health concerns, such as diet control, sexual risk-taking, cancer [1-3]
and improved hygiene practices. Effective monitoring and predicting certain type of human behaviour is of
importance to deliver high quality disease prevention, diagnosis and treatment. Regarding various type of
healthcare related human behaviours, the human behaviour of access to safe water and sanitation has
attracted a lot of attentions from academic and industrial, due to its serious consequence to infectious
diseases and plague in the developing countries. Good hygiene practices can reduce the incidence of
diarrhoea, parasitic infections, skin and eye disease.
However, understanding and predicting human water use behaviour for improved hygiene practice is
a challenging task for managers, clinicians, and policy-makers who seek to translate clinical advice and
knowledge into practice [4, 5, 6]. Traditionally, behavioural interventions based hygiene programmes have
been delivered principally face-to-face, and this continues to be the overwhelmingly dominant method of
delivery. This dominant behaviour intervention method by giving personal advice face-to-face is very costly,
and it is hard to offer every user with all day access to personal guidance and managing all their problems.
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Recently, with the development of Internet of Things (IoT) enabled healthcare technologies, it allows the
provision of information adapted to unique behaviour of an individual, and deliver to large numbers of
people who need to be addressed with health promotion information [7, 8, 9, 10]. IoT technologies allow
the smart water systems to effectively and efficiently observe and identify human water use behaviours for
improved hygiene practices. These hygiene behaviours include: the use of water for personal cleanliness,
safe food preparation and storage, environmental cleanliness in and around the household, disposal of solid
waste and waste water, etc.
Typically, traditional fixed behaviour interventions are widely used for modelling and predicting
hygiene behaviours, with a feature that the intervention schedule is applied to all participants and not taking
into account any of their individual characteristics. This paper will investigate a new online behaviour
intervention in IoT environment enables offering tailored information to individuals across time. For
examples, a computer-delivered online drug abuse prevention program might be varied somewhat depending
on the individual characteristics (e.g. location, education and income etc.), and the individual reaction are
various over time towards the target behaviour programme with different acceptance levels. In previous
researches, behaviour change theory or model is always used as a foundation of intervention design.
Quantitative reviews of internet-based interventions techniques included human behaviour theories and
models, such as Theory of Planned Behaviour, The Health Belief Model and Stage of Change
(Transtheoretical model) etc. [11-15]. Most of models applied for modelling behaviour change are only
based on static data analysis such as structure equation model [13, 16, 17]. Even these static methods shown
their capabilities for predicting targeted issue, however, they did not demonstrate enough understanding of
human behaviour change process and knowledge of behaviour intervention modelling temporally.
In this paper, a dynamic behaviour intervention model for predicting household water user behaviour
was proposed to improved hygiene practices. This model uses control engineering concept, introduction of
time delay and system coefficients for intervention process. This dynamic modelling offers a method using
fluid analogy to understand behaviour intervention process over time and insight of how to simulate complex
psychological system dynamically with control engineering concept. Theoretical basis of our dynamic
model is Expanded Theory of Planned Behaviour (ETPB) [18], which firstly be expressed as a mathematical
represent with Structure Equation Model, and then postulated as fluid analogy to introduce dynamic system
factors. Apart from model, in this paper, ETPB questionnaire has also been designed as a support for
collecting behavioural data from online users and three kinds of parameters in dynamic system are identified.
A case study concerned household water use behaviour was applied by using data collected in China. An
ANN based water consumption model was presented to depict the differences of behaviour intervention
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trend and evaluate effectiveness of the dynamic behaviour model with three types of parameters
identification.
The major contributions of this paper are: 1. Propose a dynamic behaviour intervention model for
understanding and predicting behaviour intervention process; 2. Develop an ETPB data collection method
within IoT environment. These contributions will enhance the understanding of household water use
behaviour for improving urban household hygiene practices.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 summarises the different attempts that are
made to simulate behaviour change process. In Section 3, describes the online behaviour change
methodology in IoT environment which contains theoretical basis, data collection, behaviour modelling and
exploratory simulation. The case study and model evaluation of the dynamic ETPB model is carried out in
Section 4, whereas the conclusions and the future work are presented in Section 5.
2. Related Work
The internet based behaviour change research has been extensively researched previously. For
example, Thomas L Webb al. etc. [15] reviewed 85 studies published coding frames for assessing use of
theory and behaviour change models to promote online health behaviour change. Most commonly used
method for conducting behaviour change are theories which support to delineate the key determinants of
behaviour, followed by statistic methods to analysis the factor relationship or linkages. Models and Theories
widely applied include Theory of reasoned action/planned behaviour (TPB), Transtheoretical model (TTM),
Health belief Model (HBM) and Social cognitive model (SCT) etc. As a support technology for analysis of
behaviour change model, statistics methods are accepted by researchers [20]. Multiple Linear Regression
and Structure Equation Model (SEM) are the commonly used statistical techniques in behaviour science.
In [19], an attitude-behaviour theory testing research was conducted using standard multiple regression
to illustrate TPB timeline and path diagrams. [22] systematically analysed the applied multiple
regression/correlation for the behaviour sciences with behaviour data visualization, exploration and
assumption checking methods. [23] utilized multiple binary logistic regression analyses to estimate the
association between different personality characteristics (self-efficacy, self-identity etc.). However, even a
lot of research used this method, as a static statistic approach, multiple linear regression shows few its
capability to analysis complicated system, especially simulate system change over time. [24] presented a
method by using SEM to analyse the mediating conceptual framework (physical activity and sedentary
behaviour). Interestingly, statistic approach using SEM is still valuable to simulate behaviour change but
shown less capability to simulate intervention system over time. Engineering control principles showed its
applicability to areas in the behavioural science which involve dynamical systems, such as time-varying
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adaptive intervention [25]. Fundamental control engineering and adaptive intervention terminology such as
dynamic system (refer to multivariate time-varying process), tailoring variable and process analysis could
benefit to current behaviour change modelling research. Even [26, 27] have successfully simulated
behaviour change by introducing control engineering concept such as time delay, resistance etc. and proved
this cross-discipline method can benefit behaviour change simulation research somehow, however, none of
them provide a comprehensive and generic framework for behaviour change data collection and dynamic
process modelling. In addition, there is lack of performance evaluation of dynamic modelling and its effects
on the result prediction performance.
In this paper, therefore, we create dynamic behaviour change process model that could support
generating a comprehensive behaviour change methodology, evaluation of performance and targeted issue
prediction.
3. Proposed Methodology
As the human behaviour change process is rather complex, there are many steps that are involved in
this work. Fig. 1 illustrates the online behaviour change methodology in IoT environment which can
conveniently be used dealing with such complex issue through behaviour data collection and data feedback
flow. In this study, Expanded Theory of Planned Behaviour questionnaire (ETPB Questionnaire) based on
the Theory of Planned Behaviour [2], is utilized for supporting our data collection progress. Data then be
processed, using ETPB dynamic model to simulate the targeted issue behaviour intervention process.
Moreover, for the feedback simulation result, we can use game mechanism in this methodology to guide
users with persuasive strategies, and motivation system is also could be applied as a support to achieve the
set goals. All these feedback strategies will benefit to increase online behaviour change project’s readability.
Additionally, in order to validate personal intervention, a well-designed follow-up data recollection is also
essential.

Fig. 1. Methodology of online behaviour intervention system in IoT environment

3.1. Expanded Theory of Planned Behaviour

The theoretical basis of the behaviour change methodology is ETPB, which is a derivative theory
according to the widely applied behaviour change theory TPB [2]. Despite its significance in psychological
research and practice, TPB became more controversial about its sufficiency and the need for external
variables which assist to the improvement of intention prediction (see examples in references [27, 28]).
Research findings above have proposed additional predictors to improve the TPB perdition power in
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intention and behaviour [29, 30]. ETPB pointed out that past behaviour and self-efficacy as external
constructs of TPB, have significant influences towards targeted behaviour [32, 33]. Theoretical framework
of ETPB is displayed in Fig. 2. In ETPB theory, Intention is an indication of the readiness of a person to
perform a given behaviour, and behaviour acts as an observable response with respect to a given target.
Attitude towards the behaviour refers to the degree of outcomes for an action, which might be positive or
negative. Past-behaviour, self-efficacy and Perceived Behaviour Control mean the past actions which could
influent decision making for conducting a targeted behaviour, strength of one’s belief to complete task and
perception ability to perform a given behaviour respectively. Details for all ETPB variable definition and
determinants are given in reference [28].

Fig. 2. ETPB conceptual structure

3.2. Data Collection

Considering the wide application of internet and interconnected objects from IOT such as mobile
phone, tablet, PC and e-reader etc., data collection and sharing for this behaviour intervention methodology
is not limited to sources of websites, but also should consider other personalised device applications. As an
aspect of health psychology, some data of human behaviour change could be collected directly or indirectly
from these interconnected objects through IoTs, such as past behaviour computation by analysis wake up
record of particular sensor. Also, as IoTs environment could provide, P. Yang et al. argued that GPS, internet
access, sensor network and sensor ID data is also suggested as behavioural change investigation supporting
data in our study [9, 10, 34, 35].
ETPB questionnaire is designed to collect behaviour data/objective parameter based on the standard
TPB questionnaire and contains questions covering attitudes, intentions, former behaviour, moral norms,
descriptive norms, and self-efficacy variables. It is proposed by using seven points Likert scale form and
answer setting from “1” (means strongly disagree/dislike) to “7” (means strongly agree/like). For example,
Attitude is directly measured by two questions about what reporter thinks about the given targeted behaviour
(good – bad, harmful- beneficial), and Subjective Norm (SN) is assessed directly with the perceived social
pressure to perform or not to perform the behaviour etc. Table 1 lists the ETPB questionnaire contents.

Table 1 ETPB Questionnaire Variable Setting

3.3. Behaviour Change Modelling
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This behaviour intervention methodology is to offer an understanding of behaviour intervention
through behaviour intervention process modelling. We introduced control engineering concept to simulate
behaviour intervention over time by giving SEM time delay and corresponding coefficient, so that the
behaviour intervention modelling process will be expressed clearly through this method.
The relationship between human behaviour change parameters and behaviour change mechanic was
investigated using a Structural Equation Model with latent variables. SEM is widely used in psychology and
other social sciences, although its properties are not clear when the model structure is complicated. SEM in
this research only concern path analysis with assumptions that independent variables have no measurement
error and problem variables could be observed. The linkage between past behaviour and subjective norm
has been ignored in the simulation process because there is no apparent link for those two factors shown in
previous research. The path diagram and variable definitions in SEM of Expanded theory of Planned
Behaviour (ETPB) are depicted in Fig. 3.
As classical SEM model only represents a static system and cannot express behaviour changing over
time, to expand the ETPB SEM model with dynamic effects, we proposed a fluid analogy to postulate and
parallel inventory management in supply chains. Each endogenous variable of ETPB structure equation
model is represented as different inventory, as shown in Fig 4. Generally, behaviour intervention of ETPB
could be expressed by the accumulation of different inventories according to mass conservation principle in
Equation (1):
“Inventory” Accumulation = Fluid Inflow - Fluid Outflow

(1)

Fig. 3. ETPB model path analyses and variable definition
Fig. 4. Fluid analogy for ETPB model

To generate time and mass transaction description, three kinds of parameters were introduced: system
inventory mass relation (  and  ij ), inventory transaction time delay (  i ) and inventory capacity constant
ij

(  i ). Specifically,

i

is inventory time transport delay,  i is constant to capture the capacity of each

inventory, i represents the outside influences.  ij and  ij are weight factors of matrices regression
respectively.  is a vector of disturbance variables which is expressed by zero-mean stochastic signal in the
system. Relaying on Equation (1), inventory ( i ) accumulation equations of fluid analogy system are
generated accordingly:
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d i
 0,
dt

,

2 t



 b1 t

(8)

  e t  , 3 t 
1

 n1 t   m 1 t  ,

the dynamic system came to steady state and

Equations (6) – (8) reduce to SEM model. System inventory changes are psychically interpreted as “rate of
flow”, only have first order relation with timet .
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3.4. Exploratory Behaviour Simulation

For illustrate purpose, the ETPB dynamic model is shown with step change to 1 . Initial values is set
as b 0 =3, e 0 =3, n 0 =3, m 0 =3, c 0 =3, p 0 =3 to stand for a typical individual with slightly negative attitude at
the beginning of intervention project. Time delay  ~  7 =0, two days’ delay to intention to behaviour with
1

 8 ~ 13 =2 were assumed for the intervention. Inflow resistances  ii =1, transfer resistances ij =0.5 and time

constants (in days) are  1 =  2 =  3 =1,  4 =2,  5 =4, which means this individual can understanding all the
intervention strategy and perform this targeted behaviour within a week. The initial values at t =0 for past
behaviour, self-efficacy, subjective norm and PBC are

1 0

=

2 0=20,  4 0 

=

5 0 =9

respectively. Fig. 5

shows the behaviour change process in ETPB model with three different targeted attitudes: b1 =4, e 1 =4; b1
=5, e 1 =6; b1 =7, e 1 =6. The unit for time in this model is ‘day’ and no outside influence is assumed.
In Fig. 5, different targeted attitude could lead to different behaviour value. The larger 1 value, the
larger intention and behaviour value. Note that 1=b1  e1 , then the separated value for b1 and e 1 cannot
decide how behaviour value changes in this dynamic system independently. As a detail analyses for other
input variables in Fig. 6, the step response for different time delay are examined. Note that the larger  i
leads to slower dynamics, which means, the system has a longer shift to a steady state and intervention
strategy chosen takes more time to achieve goal.
As the curve of behaviour change process in Fig 6 (c) exists two periods with stable output, the two
step jumps mainly is caused by time delays of the input and transfer. To understand and adjust these time
delays correctly will benefit the effects of behaviour intervention strategies. If the behaviour change process
could be interrupted with reasonable stimulation, the goal of behaviour change can reach earlier. Then the
model inputs with b1 =7, e 1 =6 as initial values and is tested by three different time delay sets from low,
medium and high time delays in the dynamic system （  1 ~  7 =0，  8 ~ 13 =2）, （  1 ~  7 =1，  8 ~ 13
=3）, （  1 ~  7 =3，  8 ~ 13 =4）. The results with different initial simulation variables are shown in Fig. 6
as below.

Fig. 5. Behaviour change curve with variable attitude input (time unite is “day”)
a attitude curve
b intention curve
c behaviour change curve
Fig. 6. Behaviour change curve with variable time delay (time unite is “day”)
a  1 ~  7 =0,  ~ 13 =2
8
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b  1 ~  7 =1,  8 ~ 13 =3
c  1 ~  7 =3,  8 ~ 13 =4

4. Case Study and Evaluation
A case study concerned household water use behaviour was applied to evaluate intervention trend with
three kind s of parameter identification in this research. In this section, two models for depicting the
differences of behaviour intervention trend and evaluating effectiveness of the dynamic ETPB model were
present. The first model is an ANN (Artificial Neural Networks) based water consumption model, which
concerned a questionnaire calculated behaviour (Questionnaire calculated behaviour value is a degree to
identify the achievement of targeted goal) and other household water use drivers. The second model is ETPB
dynamic model. These two models are compared in a given situation to predict typical urban apartment
water use behaviour.

4.1. Data Collection

In this case, the targeted community is located in the town centre of Shenzhen, China. It was
developed by Estate Company in 2002. This is a typical Chinese urban mature community with 1480
households and all the buildings are designed as seven-floor apartment. Residents from sampled community
have easy access to public facilities, shopping zone and schools. Out of 200 apartment households sampled
in this case in January, 2013, but only 128 apartments which had the monthly water consumption recorded
and returned the completed questionnaire, with return rate of 64%. Nine extreme cases were eliminated
through a test of multivariate outlier’s identification with a use of criterion Marhalanobis’ distance P < 0.001.
For the monthly water consumption record, it was provided by Water Utilities and collected by meters
installed in each household of sampled community. Reliability of water consumption record was tested by
Cronbach’s alpha with a result of 0.782. Apart from ETPB variables and water consumption record, House
Size, NOR (Number of Residents) and Education etc., as household water consumption drivers, are
concerned in data collection procedure to generate ANN simulation results. Table 2 shows the data collected
from sample area with analysing result.
Table 2 Data collection and reliability test results

4.2. ANN Water Consumption Model

The structure of ANN model in this study is the multiple-layer networks. This multi-layer networks
consist of an input layer of value consisting of house size (HS), number of resident (NOR), month (M),
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education level (EL), income level (IL) and ETPB Questionnaire Calculated behaviour value (BV), two
hidden layers of perceptron and an output lay for outputting the Water Consumption Data (WCD with a unit
of Ton/month). Numbers of nodes in hidden layer is set as two. BV (Questionnaire Calculated Behaviour
Value) is calculated according to findings of regression equation in literature about water saving behaviour
change [36]. The behaviour calculated from ETPB questionnaire record is followed by Equation as below.
BV = (observed Intention * .69) + (observed PBC * .27)

(9)

The model development was limited to predict internal demand component especially for those houses
which are apartments and this is one kind of the most common houses in Chinese main cities with public
sharing garden in the community. Additionally, household leakage was not considered as this is highly
inconsistent and uncertain, and the leakage prediction is related to a range of other variables not collected in
the questionnaire of modelling.
The artificial neural network for household water consumption is expressed as follows:
WCD=



F WF
W1R   hI
2



  0I



(10)

Where WCD is the standardized water consumption data as output vector, R is the standardized input
vector which consisting house size (HS), number of resident (NOR), month (M), education level (EL),
income level (IL) and questionnaire calculated behaviour value (BV); F(x) is the sigmoid function; W 1 is the
weight vector between input and hidden layer; W 2 is the weight vector between hidden and input layer;  h
and  o are the threshold vector of hidden layer and output layer; I is an unit matrix. 50 prediction data was
compared with original data to test the accuracy of this ANN model. The accuracy of testing result in this
model is shown in Fig. 7. The mean prediction error (%) of ANN water consumption model between the
original data and predication data is less than 0.8%.
Fig. 7. Prediction error test of ANN water consumption model
a Prediction result and its error
b Prediction error in percentage

4.3. ETPB Model Evaluation

Model evaluation in this section is mainly discussed with two parts: evaluation of behaviour
intervention trend and estimation of system parameters. To identify the effectiveness of dynamic ETPB
model, we compared the results generated from ANN water consumption model with the results generated
from ETPB behaviour change model by giving a particular setting of household, such as EL, NOR etc. to
both models, the different household settings might lead to different water consumption trend, namely,
different household water end use behaviour.
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In this case study, all inventory values are directly measured by ETPB questionnaire, inflow
resistances of each inventory could be assumed as  22 ~  44 =1. Under this assumption, inventory output
transfer resistances could be interpreted by inventory coefficients. Mechanism for setting transfer resistances
variables is referred to TPB parameter coefficients and regression equation analysis research in literature
which offers a mega analysis of behaviour change parameters’ correlation and regression [37], thus, transfer
resistances are set as 21 =0.3, 31 =0.2, 51 =0.4. In order to present a typical reporter, initial mass input of
each inventory is set by using mean variable value with b 0 =3, e 0 =3, n 0 =1, m 0 =5, c 0 =5, p 0 =1. Time
constant  i is the mean rate of initial indirect measurement of inventory to direct measurement of inventory
(ETPB questionnaire score), thus, time constant in this case is assumed as  i =1. Three intervention strategy
is simulated with dynamic expression of system time delay parameters （  1 ~  7 =0，  8 ~ 13 =2）, （  1 ~
 7 =1，  8 ~ 13 =3）, （  1 ~  7 =3，  8 ~ 13 =4） (unit of delay is “month”), by which means, this

intervention strategy could influent reporter’s attitude, PBC, SN and Self-efficacy immediately. All
intervention procedure will take 4 months to complete. Fig 8 (a) shown the ETPB behaviour intervention
process simulation with variable intervention designs and outside influence (white noise signal i  N( 0, 5) ).
The result of water consumption prediction from ANN is generated for behaviour intervention trend
in comparison to ETPB dynamic model. ANN initial inputs are set as HS (House Size) = 2, NOR (Number
of Resident) =3, EL (Education Level) =3, IL (Income Level) =2, which stands for a 87 m*m apartment
with three residents older than 12 years old, education level for this reporter/representative (normally
represent the landlord’s education level) is bachelor degree and household annual income is 100K-200K
RMBs.
The output of behaviour from ETPB should be interpreted as amount of water saved in this case.
Because the BV and ETPB behaviour (amount of water saved) have first order relationship, therefore, if the
increase of amount of water saved in Fig 8 (a) could match water consumption decrease trend in Fig 8 (b),
we will assume ETPB dynamic model could generate right behaviour intervention trend. In Fig 8 (a), curve
of ETPB model is with a steady start at the beginning and shows a rapid increase in the middle, followed by
relatively steady trend at the end. Fig 8 (b) can generally match Fig 8 (a)’s trend with a rapid decrease of
water consumption in the middle of curve, followed by a relatively steady statue at the end. However, for
the beginning part of the intervention (trend of curve), ETPB model shown less capability to simulate the
increase of amount of water saved at the early beginning in Fig 8 (a). That is because that the setting of
dynamic system is with first order deviation in inventory equation which could not simulate inverse response.
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The evaluation result generated in Figure 8a and 8b for this household water using case, shown that
proposed ETPB model could effectively predict household behaviour intervention pattern by compared to
an ANN household water consumption model. The trend of behaviour intervention pattern could match the
trend of ANN water consumption result from the input zone [23, 43]. However, for the beginning of the
household water use behavioural intervention process, these two models cannot match perfectly. To improve
the prediction accuracy of proposed model, second order deviation dynamic system should be investigated
in the further research.

Fig. 8. Behaviour Intervention of ETPB and ANN water consumption model
a ETPB behaviour intervention with outside influence
b ANN behaviour intervention (one step change BV versus water consumption)

5. Conclusion
In this paper, an online behaviour intervention methodology was proposed in IoT environment for
understanding the behaviour intervention and its relationship with targeted issue. This methodology contains
data collection mechanism and modelling methods by simulating a psychological behavioural intervention
conceptual model (ETPB). Contrastive evaluation results between ANN model and ETPB model from a real
case study of household water end use is shown that this ETPB modelling method has successfully explored
a way to simulate behaviour change and its behaviour intervention trend could generally match our ANN
model.
The dynamic model in this paper can be used to simulate household water use behaviour under a
particular intervention programme. The modelling method for understanding the behaviour intervention
process has potentials to predict and improve hygiene practises, which also can also be applied to investigate
any behaviour change such as energy saving, GHG control and water footprint research.
However, the limitation for this study is argued as follows. Firstly, the ETPB model cannot cover all
the information of the behaviour change mechanism such as self-cognitive. It can be improved by further
psychological research and other methods, like multivariate modelling method and time extrapolation
method etc. for simulation comparison. Secondly, the intervention strategy in this dynamic ETPB model
should also been identified with its strength of intervention and time delay for each inventory by using long
term observation data. Thirdly, other stochastic technologies likes GRNN (Generalized Regression Neural
Networks), CCNN (Cascade Correlation Neural Network) and FFNN (Feed Forward Neural Networks) are
suggested to be applied in the generating prediction result. But there is still lacks of testing these kind of
approach in this paper. Further research can be deployed in the above fields to overcome the limitations.
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